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Edre Sofa
Taking inspiration from puffy duvets the French call ‘Édredon’, the Edre Sofa 
presents a piece that is at once both comfortable and beautiful. Made from solid, 
stained and oiled FSC™ certified pine, the sofa frame features wide, brutalist- 
inspired armrests that also double as functional shelves, offering the perfect 
space for you to display your favourite books and objects as well as place your 
cup of coffee while lounging. Large, tactile cushions made from 100% European 
linen draw you in and make you long for calm, relaxing moments. Use the 
inviting Edre Sofa in your living room or place it in your guest bedroom where 
it may double as a comfortable bed for overnight visitors.

MeasurementsInformation

Size: H: 85 x W: 240 x D: 90 cm / H: 33.5 x W: 94.5 x D: 35.4 in
Material: Fabric: Rich Linen. 100% linen. Backrest/seat: High resilience PU foam and 
polyester wadding. Inner cover: 100% cotton. Frame: FSC™ certified solid pinewood. 
Dark stained with clear lacquer.
Care: Vacuum frequently on medium power. Remove wet stains by dabbing with a lint-free 
cloth or sponge wrung in warm water. For thorough cleaning remove the cover and hand-
wash or dry clean. Frame: Wipe with a damp cloth. Do not leave the surface wet.
Info: The seat and the back cushion have removable cover. The seat comes with anti-slippery 
fabric. The sofa could be used as a daybed, fitting standard bed linen 80x200 size.  
Flat-pack delivered and easy to assemble.
Country of origin: Lithuania
Net weight: 55 kg
Packsize: 1
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Edre Desk
Elevate your workspace with the Edre Desk. Crafted from solid FSC™ certified 
European pine wood, this desk boasts a sleek design with functional storage 
on both sides, giving the illusion of floating shelves. Its versatile size and dual 
functionality make it easy to create an elegant office space within any home. 
The Edre Desk combines the charm of solid wood construction with practical 
storage solutions, providing a perfect blend of aesthetics and functionality for 
your work environment.

MeasurementsInformation

Size: H: 73.5 x W: 137 x D: 65 cm /  
H: 28.9 x W: 53.9 x D: 25.6 in
Material: FSC™ certified solid pinewood. 
Dark stained
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth.  
Do not leave the surface wet
Country of origin: Lithuania
Net weight: 31 kg
Packsize: 1
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Space to feel comfortably you

fermliving.com


